
If you were going to type a report would you use your
PC or an old manual typewriter?

Question?

“Why would you use old antiquated equipment to carry out functions in meetings

when much  newer and more familiar technology would do the job so much

quicker and save your company money immediately?”

Research  says that businesses can do everything around 75% quicker using

Clevertouch Pro interactive touchscreen technology in meetings as oppose to

whiteboards,  projectors and flip charts – all of which, unbelievably, were

invented in the1950’s, 1980’s and 1970’s respectively.

Facts

Clevertouch Pro interactive touchscreens produce

a stunning image - 955% more pixels than

adata projector.  

Focus in on a particular detail simply by making it

http://www.proactiveav.co.uk/
http://www.proactiveav.co.uk/business/
http://proactiveav.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/ClevertouchPRO.pdf
https://vimeo.com/190861198
http://proactiveav.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Montage.pdf
http://www.proactiveav.co.uk/news-events/case-study/


bigger by using fingers or stylus. 

 

Annotate over any documents, images, videos

and using a device called Montage share in

real time with other meeting attendees, locally

or anywhere in the world. 

If using SKYPE for business (or similar systems)

and video conferencing, this technology  is easily

integrated, working perfectly with this touchscreen

technology. 

Notes and changes to images, drawings, videos

and documents can be saved and emailed

 immediately to all meeting attendees, remote or

otherwise.  No more typing up of whiteboard

notes! 

Using the Clevershare device supplied with each

screen means there are no cables to  connect

making it simple for anyone to use and the

Clevertouch Auto Wipe means  that any sensitive

material and emails are deleted each time the

screen is shutdown.

Users of the technology can create their own ‘Wifi

Hotspot’ which means that the  touchscreen does

not need to be connected to the company’s

network.

Proactive AV are an accredited partner of the market brand leader:



If you want to be able to collaborate 

with other members of staff in remote

locations, just add the Montage Box to

your Clevertouch Pro and this will allow

everyone to share and annotate over

meeting notes, drawings,

documents and media in real time

anywhere in the world.

Proactive AV are here to help you change the way you meet or

train your staff.  We provide:

Our customers include:

Glenfield Hospital Case Study

Contact us for a demonstration:

E: marketing@proactiveav.co.uk | T: 01480 810405

W: www.proactiveav.co.uk

http://www.proactiveav.co.uk/news-events/glenfield/
mailto:marketing@proactiveav.co.uk
http://www.proactiveav.co.uk/


See what's happening on our social sites:

        

https://www.facebook.com/ProactiveAV/
https://twitter.com/Proactive_AV
https://www.instagram.com/proactiveav/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/proactiveav
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy7mnswiMZd069M2EIEbqRw

